
Building Pedestrian Friendly Neighborhoods

Basics of Traditional Neighborhood Design



“The evolution of form begins with the perception of failure.”

                                                                              Henry Petroski – The Evolution of Useful Things

!"From 1945 to 1990 the
programmatic elements of
a city were disaggregated
into single use areas
connected only by
automobile trips.

#"Zoning required that uses
be separated by distance -
every change of daily
activity must be
accompanied by an
automobile trip.

$"So the public realm – the
spaces between the
buildings – was designed to
move and store all the
cars.

%"But no matter how wide the
streets got, and no matter
how big the parking lots
got they are still clogged
with cars.

&"Zoning also provided very
primitive rules for building,
ensuring only ample
parking, setbacks from the
edges of the lot, and
separation from buildings
containing other uses.



Traditional Neighborhoods vs. Suburban Sprawl

!"Interconnected network of
pedestrian-oriented streets vs.
dendritic fragments of auto-
oriented streets.

#"Shops, parks and schools within
easy walking distance vs. a car
trip away.

$"A range of residence types for the
spectrum of household types vs.
balkanization by household size,
type and income.

%"Uses located as close to one
another as practical vs. separated
arbitrarily.

&"Open space in the form of
intentional public places vs.
leftover junk space and buffers.
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The City Pulled Apart – A Public Realm for Cars



The City Integrated – A Public Realm for People



The Neighborhood – The Fundamental Increment of Urbanism
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Preservation of Open Space Resources
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Urban Growth
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The Neighborhood, the District and the Corridor

1. The neighborhood, the district, and the corridor are the essential elements of

development and redevelopment in the metropolis. They form identifiable

areas that encourage citizens to take responsibility for their maintenance

and evolution .

2. Neighborhoods should be compact, pedestrian-friendly, and mixed-use.

Districts generally emphasize a special single use, and should follow the

principles of neighborhood design when possible. Corridors are regional

connectors of neighborhoods and districts; they range from boulevards and

rail lines to rivers and parkways.

3. Many activities of daily living should occur within walking distance, allowing

independence to those who do not drive, especially the elderly and the

young. Interconnected networks of streets should be designed to encourage

walking, reduce the number and length of automobile trips, and conserve

energy.

4. Within neighborhoods, a broad range of housing types and price levels can

bring people of diverse ages, races, and incomes into daily interaction,

strengthening the personal and civic bonds essential to an authentic

community.
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Neighborhoods, Districts and Corridors

Pedestrian Shed: !

mile radius or a 5-

minute walk

completes a

walkable compact

neighborhood

Corridors are the

connectors or

separators of

neighborhoods and

districts.

Districts are

urbanized areas with

special functions

such as campuses

and airports
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Neighborhood Structure

Interconnected network of

pedestrian-oriented streets.

Public spaces and buildings

designed as neighborhood

focal points.

Neighborhood center is

location for transit stop.

Range of housing types near

one another.

Shops and offices at edge of

neighborhood.

Buildings front onto streets,

parking is at the rear.
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Streets for Pedestrians and Cars
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Useful Destinations at the Neighborhood Edge
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Meaningful Public Open Space
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Places of Honor for Public Buildings
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Neighborhoods Offer a Range of Amenities and Residence Types

Shopping Recreation Community

Single Family Rowhouses Multifamily
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Neighborhoods Offer Range of Places to Encounter Neighbors

Civic Institutional Commercial

Tot Lot Village Green Play Fields
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The Transect – A Unified Theory of Urbanism

Transect Zones
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More Rural More Urban

The Transect is a geographical cross section of a region used to reveal

and organize a sequence of environments and habitats by their level and

intensity of urban character, ranging from rural to urban.
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Rural Preserve

Rural Reserve

Suburban

General Urban

Urban Center

Urban Core

The Transect Illustrated – Framework of Urban Character
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T3 – Sub-Urban
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T4 – General Urban
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T5 – Urban Center
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T6 – Urban Core
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The Transect of Sprawl

Transect ZonesLess Dense More Dense

The density varies – the character, or lack of it, stays the same.
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The Public Realm – Learning from Great Places

5 acre portion of Paris

' Parks: 1 acre

' All  Mixed-Use Streets

' 1,400 dwellings

' 280 dwellings per acre

' Approx 4,500 people

'  910 people per acre
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The Public Realm of Paris at Ground Level
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The Public Realm – Learning from Great Places

5 Acres of San Marino, CA

' " Acres of Parkland

' Mixed-Use Main Street

' Total of 56 Buildings

creating a density of 11

Dwellings/Acre

' Total of 185 people creating

a population of 37 people

per acre
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The Public Realm of San Marino at Ground Level
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The Public Realm – Learning from Great Places

Downtown Portland, OR

' 102 Acres of Parks, Squares

and Plazas

' Mixed-use throughout

' Average density of 70

dwelling units per acre, plus

commercial and civic space

' Average of 180 persons per

acre
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The Public Realm of Portland at Ground Level
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The Block, the Street and the Building

1. A primary task of all urban architecture and landscape design is the physical

definition of streets and public spaces as places of shared use.

2. Individual architectural projects should be seamlessly linked to their surroundings.

This issue transcends style.

3. The revitalization of urban places depends on safety and security. The design of

streets and buildings should reinforce safe environments, but not at the expense

of accessibility and openness.

4. In the contemporary metropolis, development must adequately accommodate

automobiles. It should do so in ways that respect the pedestrian and the form of

public space.

5. Streets and squares should be safe, comfortable, and interesting to the

pedestrian. Properly configured, they encourage walking and enable neighbors to

know each other and protect their communities.

6. Architecture and landscape design should grow from local climate, topography,

history, and building practice.

7. Civic buildings and public gathering places require important sites to reinforce

community identity and the culture of democracy. They deserve distinctive form,

because their role is different from that of other buildings and places that

constitute the fabric of the city.

8. All buildings should provide their inhabitants with a clear sense of location,

weather and time. Natural methods of heating and cooling can be more resource-

efficient than mechanical systems.

9. Preservation and renewal of historic buildings, districts, and landscapes affirm the

continuity and evolution of urban society.
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Boulevards and Highways – City and Regional Connectors
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Avenues – Neighborhood Connectors
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Streets – Living Rooms of the Neighborhood
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Lanes and Alleys – Service and Parking Access
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Lanes and Alleys – Passages within the Block
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•  

Street Design – The Mechanics of Place-Making
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The Anatomy of the Walkable Street



Traditional Neighborhood Street
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Traffic Engineers – Instructed to move as many cars as

possible for the minimum investment in pavement.  Also

instructed to lay out each tract with one way out onto the

collector.

Civil Engineers – Instructed to drain storm water as quickly

as possible into pipes, and to minimize maintenance costs.

Fire Chiefs – Instructed to make sure they can get large

vehicles into housing tracts fast with very limited number of

available routes.

Home Builders – View streets as cost with no return on

investment, so minimize capital expenditure.

* Good people, bad job description.

The Arrival of the Specialists*



28 Feet Curb to Curb



40 Feet Curb to Curb



Many Smaller Routes = More Total Public Safety



Alleys for Service and Parking Access



Resulting Streetscape Condition



Parking at the Rear



Flexible Use Parking



Mixed-Use/Shared Parking Behind



Parking Lots Designed as Public Space
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Active Uses Fronting Parking Plaza
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Surface Parking Done Right
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Simple Streetwall



Corner Parking Lot



Pedestrian Entrance



Building Types

A type is an artifact intended for a

specific use, having become a carrier of

meaning through familiarity.

Type is defined by:

• CONFIGURATION – Including size

• DISPOSITION - on its site, defining its

urbanism

• FUNCTION – how is the bldg. used

These constants result in a

predictable urban, environmental and

socio-economic performance.

StereotypeStereotype is the misuse or
misunderstanding of type, which
thereby undermines its function and
meaning.
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Building Types

Types are most easily defined by their various relationships to their lots,

expressed as the residual yard.  These fall into 4 categories: Edge Yard, Side

Yard, Rear Yard and Courtyard.  These types accommodate all common

residential and commercial programs.  A specialized category is expected to

accommodate exceptional types in Districts

     Edge Yard             Side Yard     Rear Yard     Courtyard     Office/Shop

© CPS Landscape Architecture
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Building Types Allocated Across the Transect

Villa Sideyard House

House

Cottage

Patio House

Courtyard Apt.

Apartment Bldg. Commercial Bldg.

Lofts Warehouse

Rowhouse Flex Space

Townhouse

Flexhouse

Live-Work

Shopfront

House Sideyard House Patio House/Apartment Loft Apartments Rowhouse/Townhouse
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Frontage Types

Porch & Fence

Shopfront & Awning

Stoop

Forecourt

Dooryard & Light Court

Gallery & Arcade

Common Lawn

Slip Lane
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Town Center – Arcades and Galleries
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Town Center/Neighborhood Center – Shopfront & Awning
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Town Center/Neighborhood Center – Stoops & Lightcourts
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Town Center/Urban General – Dooryards & Lightcourts
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Urban General – Porches and Stoops



Half-Block Transect in Chicago



Public Open Space – The Living Rooms of the City



Public Open Space – The Living Rooms of the City
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Comfortable Public Places

Layout

• Clear Boundaries

• Space Enclosure

• Sense of Arrival –

Gateway

• Appropriate Scale

• Flexibility – central open

area

• Visual Vantage

Seating Space

• Movable chairs or

benches

• Allow conversation &

observation

• Physically comfortable

and socially comfortable

/ about 20% w/backs and

no less than 16” seat

width

• Allow for choices in

location

• About one lineal feet of

seating space for every

30 square feet of plaza
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Comfortable Public Places

Exposure & Protection

• Southern Exposure w/ sun

on the primary space

• Wind protection or

buffering

• Trees in Groves that allow

some dappled sunlight

through foliage

• One tree for every 1000 sq.

ft.

• Create seating among

trees

Water

• An essential element even

in colder climates

• Sound of water masks the

adjacent street noise and

creates privacy for

conversations

• Water must be accessible

and touchable
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OXNARD STREET TREE MASTER PLAN

• PROJECT GOAL IS TO:

Revise and expand upon

the goals set forth in the

Oxnard downtown district

master plan

• THE MASTER PLAN

ASSERTS THAT “Public

space is to be oriented to

the person on foot, to

provide pleasant

opportunities for walking,

resting and encountering

others.”



• EVALUATION CRITERIA

• Inventory of existing stock by

photo and on-site evaluation

• Measurements of height,

width of canopy and trunk

diameter

• Recorded infrastructure and

building damage

• Health rating assigned

• Aesthetic rating evaluated and

assigned

• MATRIX OF EXISTING

OPPORTUNITIES &

CONSTRAINTS CONSTRUCTED



• COMMON MYTHS FOR
STREET TREE PLANS

• Widely spaced trees

are healthier trees

• Random arrangements

are more natural and

more interesting than

trees in straight rows

• Planting many

different species is

sound practice based

upon ecological

principals

• Smaller trees are

better for visibility



• PRINCIPALS OF GOOD

URBAN DESIGN

• Spatial order is the

largest and most

important principle

• Spatial definition,

using trees, gives

order to urban spaces

• A stable urban forest

is simply ordered with

few species

• Arrangement of trees

in purposeful patterns

enlivens spaces



• URBAN DESIGN CRITERIA

FOR EFFECTIVE TREES IN

DOWNTOWN OXNARD

• Clearance and visual

access from passing

automobiles and

pedestrians

• Creation of human

scale in the urban

walking environment

• Allowance for

Transparency and light

on sidewalks and

streets

• Growth rate…..faster

trees grow larger and

die sooner

 



CULTURAL LIMITATIONS OFCULTURAL LIMITATIONS OF

HEALTHY TREES IN DOWNTOWNHEALTHY TREES IN DOWNTOWN

OXNARDOXNARD

Size of tree planter wellsSize of tree planter wells

Width of sidewalks isWidth of sidewalks is

narrow (8 ft. in most areas)narrow (8 ft. in most areas)

and must accommodateand must accommodate

handicap accessibilityhandicap accessibility

around trees and utilitiesaround trees and utilities

Westerly on-shore windsWesterly on-shore winds

are cold and laden withare cold and laden with

saltsalt



• TREES THAT THRIVE IN
OXNARD AND MEET
THE URBAN DESIGN
AND CULTURAL
CRITERIA

• London Plane Tree

• Queen Palm

• Mexican Fan Palm

• King Palm

• Raywood Ash

• American Sweet
Gum

• Tipu Tree

• Magnolia

• Ginkgo



• Alternative 1
• Retain all species as they are and replace only sick

and dying trees with the dominant species already
present within the block



• Alternative 2
• Retain all Laurel Figs and Palms, and replace all subordinate species

with Palms, Raywood Ash or London Plane Trees



• Alternative 3

• Replace all Figs with Palms.



• Alternative 4

• Keep Figs on numbered streets, and replace Figs with

Palms on Lettered Streets


